
EURO 2016 Safety and Security Stadia Officer
(Bordeaux)

Job information

Division / Unit: EURO 2016 S.A.S / Safety & Security

Contract type: Fixed Term

Start date: 01.10.2015

End date: 08.07.2016

Location: Bordeaux

Profile

The Security Officer for each UEFA EURO 2016 venue (i.e. the stadium itself and a defined area around it)  is

responsible for preparing and implementing that venue’s safety and security plans, in cooperation with the stadium

owner/operator, the French government and city authorities, as well as internal and external stakeholders. He/she

will report to the national safety and security team within EURO 2016 SAS, which will determine the global strategy

for all official sites. This role will involve implementing processes, managing all necessary resources and leading

the private security companies that EURO 2016 SAS selects to secure the venue during the final tournament in

June and July 2016.

The Security Officer for Bordeaux will prepare and manage all safety and security plans for the Stade de Bordeaux.

He/she will also contribute to the establishment of the national security strategy and will make frequent visits to the

Paris headquarters. During the tournament in Bordeaux, he/she will coordinate the private security companies

operating in the stadium, working with the venue manager to ensure efficient, safe and high-quality services for all

target groups attending matches.

Purpose

- Leading the final stages of the preparation of security plans for Bordeaux, as well as the implementation,

operation and termination phases;

- Coordinating and training the private security companies selected by EURO 2016 SAS for Bordeaux;

- Cooperating with security companies, public entities (stadium management, city authorities, public transport

providers, the police, other emergency services, etc.) and other relevant partners;

- Ensuring an accurate and timely flow of information from the venue, the police and the security companies to the

national safety and security team.

Requirements

Experience required:

- from 1 to 3 years / in a relevant field

Education:

- Bachelor's in safety and security or any other relevant subject

Languages:

- English / Proficient

- French / Proficient

Additional requirements:



EURO 2016 Safety and Security Stadia Officer
(Bordeaux)

- MS Excel / Intermediate

- MS Outlook / Intermediate

- MS PowerPoint / Intermediate

- MS Word / Intermediate

- Project Management /

- - Available to travel


